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China's Beijing airport hit in blast protest 
A man in a wheelchair with an apparent grievance has 
detonated a small device at Beijing International 
Airport. The man, named by state media as Ji 
Zhongxing, 34, from central Shandong province, was 
injured and taken to hospital.  No-one else was hurt in 
the blast, which filled part of the Terminal 3 arrivals 
hall with smoke. Read more 

TSA: Keeping Travelers Safe by Inspecting Cars Left in Valet Parking 
Now not only does the TSA thoroughly inspect your person 
and your carry-on bags – they can order an inspection of 
the car you left behind also. A New York woman was 
shocked to return home from a trip to find a notice on her 
car informing her that it had been searched after her 
departure from Greater Rochester International Airport. 
Read more 

One Asiana victim killed by a vehicle, not plane crash: coroner 
A teenage passenger on the Asiana Airlines jet that crashed in 
San Francisco died from injuries sustained after being run over 
by a motor vehicle, most likely a fire truck at the scene, local 
officials said. Read more 

Travellers' mobile phone data seized by police at border 
Officers use counter-terrorism laws to remove a mobile 
phone from any passenger they wish coming through UK 
air, sea and international rail ports and then scour their 
data. The blanket power is so broad they do not even have 
to show reasonable suspicion for seizing the device and 
can retain the information for “as long as is necessary”. 
Read more 

Brisbane Airport’s security beefed up with upgraded ops centre 
A new Australian Federal Police (AFP) operations centre has been officially opened at 
the Brisbane Airport. The new AFP airport centre is opening to help manage security 
with more CCTV links, better surveillance systems, and more space. Similar upgrades 
are also under way at the Cairns and Gold Coast airports to fall in line with national 
security standards. Read more 
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Karachi survivor admits to making bomb for Yaum-e-Ali 
The lone survivor of an accidental bomb blast in Karachi 
admitted to making a bomb to be blown on Yaum-e-Ali. On 
July 20, an explosion in a flat in Karachi’s Patel Para left 
three dead and one injured. The injured – now in police 
custody – revealed that he, along with his accomplices, was 
making a bomb when the explosives detonated. Read more 

Panama charges North Korea weapons ship's crew 
Panama has charged the crew of a North Korean ship detained 
in Panama after it was found to be carrying weapons. 35 crew 
members were accused of endangering public security by 
illegally transporting war material. The charges came just 
hours after North Korea urged Panama to release the ship and 
its crew without delay. Read more 

Australia puts bounty on people-smugglers 
Australia said it would pay rewards of up to Aus$200,000 
(US$180,000) for information leading to the conviction of 
people-smugglers, as it defended its tougher approach on 
asylum-seekers. PM Kevin Rudd announced that refugees 
arriving on unauthorised boats would have no chance of 
being resettled in Australia in a bid to stop the rush of 
asylum-seekers arriving by sea. Read more 

U.S. eyes high-tech security boost at Canadian border 
Could cable sensor along border stop smuggling, terrorism 
without slowing trade? A U.S. senator says a low-cost, 
high-tech cable sensor system could be planted along the 
Canada-U.S. border to boost security without impeding 
business. Read more 

TSA Expands Plan to Shorten Airport Security Lines 

Federal officials are planning the next big step in the effort to cut back on those killer 
airport security lines. The head of the Transportation Security Administration today 
revealed his agency is moving ahead with a dramatic expansion of the already-
successful TSA Pre-check program to allow far more airline passengers to go through 
expedited airport screening. Read more 

US drops unarmed bombs on Great Barrier Reef 
Two American fighter jets dropped four unarmed 
bombs into Australia's Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park last week when a training exercise went wrong, 
the U.S. Navy said, angering environmentalists. Read 
more 
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